3. Bus
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Have you ever…
taken the
wrong Bus?
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Show:

bus, train, bus station,
bus stop, get on, get off,
cross the road
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Play film 1 and
repeat the words
Extra words: the number 9
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Play film 2

Ask

Where does Samina want to go?
[Westhall.]
What questions did she ask? [I want to
go to Westhall. Which bus is it?]
Where is the bus going? [Hanford.]

Play film 2 again
Pause and discuss

Ask

How did you get here today?
Do you often take the bus or train?
(Why/Why not?)
Where do you go?
Which number buses do you take?
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Ask

What should she do?
What should she say in English?
Has this ever happened to you?
(When? Where? What happened?)
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Play film 3

I want to go to Westhall.
I want to go to Blackburn.
I want to go to the market.
Which bus do I take?
Which train do I take?

Ask
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Play clip and
repeat the phrases

What did Samina ask the bus
driver? [Is this the right bus?
What should I do?]
What did the bus driver tell her?
[Get off at the next stop. Cross
the road and take the number
19.]
How did she check she had
the right information? [She
repeated it back to the driver.
‘Cross the road and take the
19?’]

Is this the right bus?
Is this the right train?
What should I do?
What should we do?
Where should I go?
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In pairs
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Play film 3 again
Pause and discuss

Ask

Have you ever asked a bus driver
any questions? (When? Where? What
happened?)
Are bus drivers normally friendly and
helpful? (Why do you think so?)
Do you like taking the bus? (Why /
Why not?)
How are buses in Britain different to
buses in other countries?

Ask and check
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Can you now …
• use some new words to do
with transport?
• find the right bus or train?
• check you have the right
information?

Extra
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Card game

Draw

Draw other transport words e.g.
aeroplane, underground, airport, train
station, ferry, taxi, rickshaw, bridge,
tunnel, motorbike

